
MT.SPEED
Ultra-fast delivery module



MT.SPEED
The MT.SPEED offers ultra-fast delivery 
of a selection of products (high runners or 
bulk) to your selling points. 

The robot upgrade combines the 
intelligence of a pharmacy robot with the 
speed of an automatic dispenser. 
The module is smoothly integrated with 
the MT.XL robot to fit your personal needs 
and pharmacy architecture.

The upgrade works autonomously, which 
makes it possible to deliver products from 
the MT.XL and MT.SPEED simultaneously. 

With an average delivery speed of 15 
boxes in 3 seconds, this upgrade is of true 
added value to the automation team. 
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100% CORRECT STOCK
The MT.SPEED is the only module 

on the market with individual delivery 
detection for each product channel. 
This ensures that your stock is 100% 
correct. Furthermore, the channels 

are filled automatically via the MT.XL 
gripper.

LARGE STOCK CAPACITY 
The use of horizontally mounted 
channels ensures efficient stock 
volume management. They are 

available in 9 different widths and 
ensure the most favourable filling 
level with our unique self-teaching 

software.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
The unique self-teaching programme 
allows the MT.SPEED to anticipate 
your sales trends. So depending on 

your numbers, the stock in the 
channels will be adjusted fully 

autonomously and automatically.

ULTRA-FAST DELIVERY
Following the statistical rule 5/50: 5% 
of the stock generates 50% of sales, 
we offer the ideal combination. The 

MT.SPEED for “fast runners” and the 
MT. XL for the rest of your stock. The 
horizontal conveyor belts also ensure 

ultra-fast delivery of the boxes.

ADVANTAGES

Capacity max. 17 boxes/channel
max. 19 channels/layer
max. X layers/module

Average box capacity 285 boxes/layer

Speed > 15 boxes/3 sec.

Width (mm) 1000/module 

Height (mm) from 798 to 1623 
(with increments of 75mm)

Depth (mm) 700

Channel widths (mm) 30 - 40 - 50 - 60 - 70 - 80 - 
100- 120 -150

Channel length (mm) 780
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